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TIMELINE 

Before September 1, 2019 Before January 1, 2020 Before April 1, 2020 

● Hire formal committee 
and student 
representatives  

● Organize student 
representative training 
to go over their roles, 
get their contracts 
signed and help them 
create their year plans  

● Organize bonding 
events for peripheral 
executive teams  

● Ensure applications for 
first year 
representatives are 
complete  

● Create a master 
calendar for all MSSS 
programming events 
throughout the year  

● Choose a MSSS formal 
theme and date  

● Reach out and visit 
locations for formal, 
choose a location  

● Prepare formal to do list 
and timeline for first 
semester  

● Collect formal 
committee and student 
representatives 
schedules to choose a 
weekly meeting time  

● Create programming 
budget worksheet  

● Reach out to other 
faculties about possible 
event collaborations 
throughout the year  

● Hire first year 
representatives 

● Organize training for the 
first year representatives 
to go over their roles, get 
their contracts signed and 
help them create their 
year plans  

● Conduct weekly meetings 
with formal committee 
and student 
representatives  

● Assist student 
representatives with 
planning their first 
semester events  

● Plan monthly formal 
committee and student 
representatives bonding 
events  

● FORMAL: ensure 
entertainment, food, 
location, transportation 
are booked  

● Schedule halfway check in 
meeting with formal 
committee and student 
representatives  

○ ensure we are on 
budget  

○ go over what is 
working/not 
working  

○ go over ideas for 
second semester  

●  Halloween Haunt  
● Collaborate with execs for 

#iamsocsci campaign  

● Assist student 
representatives with 
planning their second 
semester events  

● Assist the VP academic 
with an information 
panel night for first 
years  

● Mystery Bus  
● FORMAL: ticket sales, 

finalize decorations,  
● McMaster social 

science formal  
● Prepare transition 

report for incoming VP 
programming 
2020-2021  

● Plan transition meeting 
with incoming VP 
programming 
2020-2021  

● Ensure peripheral 
executive transition 
reports are completed 
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OBJECTIVES  

Project: McMaster Social Science Formal  

Goal  - Creating an event to honour and celebrate the social sciences and 
the students in the faculty  

- Gives people the opportunity to meet more people in the faculty of 
social sciences, creates a stronger and more connected faculty  

Challenges - Finding a theme that all of the formal committee likes  
- Choosing a date that will help us maximize attendance  
- Maintaining budgeting worksheet and ensuring that we do not go 

over budget  
- Ticket sales and signing of event and bus waivers  
- Reaching the highest volume of people with promotion  

Procedure  - Hire formal committee team 
- Pick formal theme, date and location  
- Create a to do list and schedule for when things should be 

completed  
- Contact, visit and book a banquet hall  
- Fill out EOHSS  
- Choose menu 
- Plan and book decorations  
- Plan and book entertainment  
- Plan and book transportation  
- Set up online ticket sales  
- Create schedule for the night of  
- Choose bus monitors, create bus schedule  
- Plan table for signed waivers and bus forms  
- Ensure night is following the planned schedule  

Partners - MSSS executives, formal committee  
- Open to all social science students 
- Main source of communication at banquet hall  
- DJ, MC, Photographer, Entertainment etc.  

Capital 
Request 

- $10,000.00-$13,000.00  
- Meal price will be covered under ticket sale  
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Project: Mystery Bus  

Goal  - Creating an event open to social science students which allows for 
people to get to know others that are in their program or in a 
program/faculty that is similar  

- Opportunity to collaborate with another faculty, splits costs, 
maximizes participation and outcome, and enhances opportunities 
for students through meeting others in similar faculty  

Challenges - Finding a location to go to and picking a date to maximize 
participation  

- Booking round trip transportation  
- Selling tickets and getting bus/event forms signed by everyone 

attending  
- Setting up online ticket purchasing  

Procedure  - Reach out to other faculty in regards to collaboration, meet with VP 
programming to go over details and expectations for the event 

- Reach out to various clubs in regards to group rates and date 
availability and interest in participation  

- Fill out EOHOSS  
- Choose a date with the club, set up drink specials and discounted 

cover cost  
- Plan and book round trip bus transportation  
- Create promotional materials for both faculties to promote  
- Open online ticket sales  
- Plan table with bus monitors for the night of to sign bus and event 

waivers  
- Attendance for bus monitors on the way there and back  

Partners - Participating Bar/Club, MSSS student representatives, MSSS 
executives 

- Open to all social science students 
- Open to all students of collaborating faculty  

Capital 
Request 

- Negotiated % of each ticket sale to go to bar/club 
- $200-$400 per bus round trip (50 people)  

- Cost to be split with other faculty  
- 2% of ticket price sold on website if using online ticket purchasing 

option  
- Cost to be split with other faculty  
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Project: Halloween Haunt  

Goal  - Creating an event open to social science students which allows for 
people to get to know others that are in their program or in a 
program/faculty that is similar  

- Opportunity to collaborate with another faculty, splits costs, 
maximizes participation and outcome, and enhances opportunities 
for students through meeting others in similar faculty  

Challenges - Booking round trip transportation  
- Picking a date that will maximize participation  
- Reaching out to Canada's wonderland in regards to getting the 

group deal on tickets  
- Selling tickets and getting bus/event forms signed by everyone 

attending  
- Setting up online ticket purchasing  

Procedure  - Reach out to other faculty in regards to collaboration, meet with VP 
programming to go over details and expectations for the event 

- Reach out to Canada’s wonderland in regards to group rates and 
date availability  

- Fill out EOHOSS 
- Choose date that will maximize amount of people (not reading 

week) and confirm date with Canada’s wonderland 
- Plan and book round trip bus transportation  
- Create promotional materials for both faculties to promote  
- Open online ticket sales  
- Plan table with bus monitors for the night of to sign bus and event 

waivers  
- Attendance for bus monitors on the way there and back  

Partners - Canada’s wonderland, MSSS student representatives, MSSS 
executives 

- Open to all social science students 
- Open to all students of collaborating faculty  

Capital 
Request 

- 2% of ticket price sold on website if using online ticket purchasing 
option  

- Cost to be split with other faculty  
- $20.00 ticket per person to get into Halloween Haunt which will be 

covered by the student  
- No extra cost for us  

- $300-$400 per bus round trip (50 people)  
- Cost to be split with other faculty  
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Project: Peripheral executive training/bonding  

Goal  - Plan a training and bonding event for the student representatives to 
get more information about their role, ask any questions, be able to 
fill out and sign their contracts, and to begin their year plans and 
brainstorm events they would like to do and when throughout the 
school year  

- Allow the student representatives to get to know each other more 
to create a stronger working dynamic for the year  

Challenges - Finding a date, time and location that is going to work for the whole 
team to attend  

Procedure  - Reach out to President and VP admin about attending  
- Ensure room is booked for the meeting to be in  
- Create a transition powerpoint explaining more information about 

the role and some of the events we will continue from previous year 
- Print off transition reports from the previous year reps  
- Print off year plans for the student representatives to complete  

Partners - President, VP Programming, VP Administration, the 3 student 
representatives and first year representatives  

 


